MEMORANDUM

TO: The Commission
FROM: Office of the Commission Secretary
DATE: June 22, 2022
SUBJECT: AO 2022-05 Draft B (DSCC)

Attached are four individual comments for AO 2022-05 Draft B (DSCC).

Attachment
Adopt Draft B.

The total cost is $30k, not $90k

Krista Johnston

Sent from my iPhone
Hi. Please adopt the common sense Draft B response to AO 2022-5.

Thank you,
Debi Hulverson
To Whom it May Concern:

I am writing to recommend adopting Draft B (10k per committee).
Thank you.

Sincerely,

Bob Jensen
To whom it may concern,

This is wrong.

If the Dem Party buys research for $30,000 uses it and then shares it w/2 candidates, its cost to each is 30k (total of 90k), rather than $10,000 (total of 30k).

The FEC is wrong to rate the cost as $90K.

You should adopt Draft B (subj "AO 2022-5).

Thank-you

Leo Mahlow